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ABSTRACT
Facial Emotion Recognition is a part of human-computer interaction research whose results can be applied
to society, ranging from social robots to accompany elderly to video games that adjust the level of difficulty
based on the player's facial expressions. Many researchers attempt to create models for better accuracy with
deep learning techniques, especially using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) that perform well in
pattern recognition and image processing. This research adopts the state-of-the-art models in ImageNet and
modifies the classification layer with SpinalNet and ProgressiveSpinalNet architecture to improve the
accuracy. The classification is performed on the dataset FER2013, which is openly shared to the public in
Kaggle contains over 35.000 face image datasets for seven distinct emotions. After finishing the training
process and finetuning its hyperparameter, the resulting model with SpinalNet and ProgressiveSpinalNet
outperformed all the existing single standalone model research on FER2013. One of the proposed
architectures, VGGSpinalNet, has achieved the highest single network accuracy of 74.45%.
Keywords: Facial Emotion Recognition, FER2013 Dataset, VGG Model, SpinalNet, ProgressiveSpinalNet
1.

INTRODUCTION

Recognition of facial expressions is one of the
essential factors in recognizing human emotions [1].
This field is a part of human-computer interaction
research which has a positive impact on society. This
field research can have result to be implemented in
the form of humanoid robots [2] that can interact
with humans and respond based on human emotion
for example helping in the child daycare.
Furthermore, it can be used in healthcare to help
detect the emotion of patients to indicate their mental
health condition [3]. It can be used also for the
entertainment industry such as video games that can
adjust the flow of the game based on the player’s
facial expressions [4].
In addition to being neutral, basic human
emotions are divided into six other types: anger,
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise [5].
The seven facial expressions become the
classifications found in the existing datasets in
general. There are several popular datasets for facial
expression recognition research, such as the JAFFE
[6], Cohn-Kanade Dataset (CK) [7], Extended CohnKanade Dataset (CK+) [8], KDEF [9], AffectNet
[10], Static Facial Expression in the Wild (SFEW)
[11], FER2013 [12]. FER2013 was introduced at the
International Conference on Machine Learning

(ICML) and used frequently in research with topics
of facial emotion recognition. Based on the literature
review in previous facial expression recognition with
the FER2013 dataset, we find that the highest
accuracy was 76.82% [13] using ensembled CNN,
while research using a single model without
additional data reached 73.28% accuracy [14]. From
this review, research on the FER2013 dataset the
problem still to improve the accuracy performance
of the model, especially on a single model. Many
experiments use a variety of models in the
experiment with FER2013, and the notable
architecture is VGG [14]–[17], which reached state
of the art a few times.
SpinalNet [18] uses the concept of a human
somatosensory system to implement into the neural
network architecture as a classification layer. Instead
of an extensive network input on a fully connected
layer, SpinalNet takes input gradually and considers
local decisions like the spinal cord. SpinalNet and
other
biological
architecture
inspired
ProgressiveSpinalNet [19]. ProgressiveSpinalNet
has a gradient highway between the input to output
layers, which solves the diminishing gradient
problem. All the layers receive the input from the
previous layer and the CNN layer output, and with
this approach, all layers contribute to decisionmaking with the last layer.
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Based on previous research done there is still a
problem to be solved for further development, such
as increasing accuracy in detecting emotion. In this
research, we aim to improve the facial expressions
accuracy that using FER2013 dataset with CNN
models combined with SpinalNet architecture. We
use the same VGG architecture and other notable
models with modification on the classification layer
replaced with SpinalNet and ProgressiveSpinalNet.
As the result of this work, we achieved the highest
single-model accuracy on FER2013 using the
VGGSpinalNet model with a testing accuracy of
74.45%.
2.

RELATED WORKS

The study of emotion has gained interest since
the early 1970s, with Ekman and Friezen introducing
six basic emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise [5]. Later in 2004, Matsumoto
and Ekman study about contempt as another
universal primary emotion [20]. Ekman also created
tools to support the study of emotion recognition
explained in his book named Facial Action Coding
System (FACS) [21]. Recent research on facial
expression recognition using deep learning adopts
commonly used methods such as VGG, DenseNet,
Inception, ResNet, Caffe-ImageNet with FER2013
as the most widely used public dataset.
2.1 Facial Emotion Recognition (FER) Research
Based on Single Standalone Model
Minae and Abdolrashidi conducted research [22]
using the Attentional CNN method, which is a
method that focuses on some facial regions, which
are essential areas that are critical features in facial
expression recognition. Due to the small number of
classifications from the research, it is more effective
to use CNN with a layer number of less than ten and
using the attention method trained from the
beginning can produce a satisfactory accuracy
(70.02% in the FER2013 dataset and more than 90%
in CK+, JAFFE, and FERG). They had tried to use
more than 50 network layers. Still, the increase in
accuracy was not significant, so it was concluded
that attention on a neural network with a small
number of layers could match the performance of
deeper CNN.
GP Kusuma et al. researched facial emotion
recognition [16] using a standalone-based CNN
based on the Visual Geometry Group - 16 (VGG-16)
classification model, which previously had a training
process on ImageNet datasets after that finetuning
process for facial expression classification. The
modifications made to the VGG-16 model are
replacing the VGG-16 classifier with a standard
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classifier which produces an accuracy of 69.40%.
They have tried a combination of SGD, Adam,
SWATS, but the best performance is obtained when
using GAP as the final pooling layer.
Wang et al. conducted a study [3] to create facial
expressions recognition implemented on a robot for
medical patients. FER2013 was used as the primary
dataset for training and to improve the accuracy. The
trained model is retraining again with the NVIE
dataset as additional data to FER2013. ResNet was
used as a based model, which addresses the
degradation problem of large neural networks by
using a residual learning framework. The proposed
architecture was to add the gate to each branch: the
plain connection gate and the shortcut connection
gate. The accuracy result on the FER2013 dataset
was 71.8%.
The research conducted by Kathryn et al. [23]
aims to recognize identity and facial expressions
using the DenseNet model with one convolution
layer, three dense blocks, and 1 FC layer. Each dense
block contains three densely connected convolution
layers with kernel size 3, stride 1, and padding 1. The
research resulted in an accuracy of 63.5% for the
FER2013 dataset and 85.4% for the KDEF dataset.
Based on this FER2013 which was taken in a wild
setting, versus KDEF, which was taken in the
experimental setup, the dataset taken in a wild
setting is more challenging to gain higher accuracy
from training.
Khaireddin and Chen, with their research [14],
used a standalone model based on VGG, resulting in
a state-of-the-art performance for a single model for
the FER2013 dataset. Their model is based on
modified VGG11 with batch normalization. The
model was evaluated using validation accuracy and
tested using standard ten-crop averaging. To
increase the accuracy, the model retrained again with
both train and validation datasets as training data
resulting accuracy of 73.28%.
Based on the study of a single standalone model
for FER2013, we can see that the best testing
accuracy for single model experiments was achieved
using VGGNet. The classifier for that model only
used one single FC layer.
2.2 Facial Emotion Recognition (FER) Research
Based on Ensemble Model
Chao Li et al. research [24] used the FER2013
and JAFFE datasets based on Tang's network
structure in the FER2013 competition at Kaggle and
Caffe ImageNet. In his research, Li conducted
separate training to take initialization parameters in
Multi-Network Fusion (MNF). After that, finetuning
of the MNF parameters was carried out for the
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adjustment process and using L2-SVM for
classification to replace Softmax Classification. The
inadequate images from FER2013 and JAFFE make
it easy to overfit when using a complex CNN model.
The researcher performed data augmentation to
multiply the dataset by randomly duplicating the
image, removing 3 pixels from various sides,
rotating 45 degrees, enlarging 1.2 times, and
cropping the image into 42x42 size. The original
image also needs to be dimmed so that the accuracy
is further increased by the Histogram equalization
(Hist-eq) process. Hist-eq is a good technique for
normalizing grayscale images, making it easier to
distinguish between a background image and a face.
The first CNN structure based on Tang consists of 3
CNN networks and a max-pooling layer, and all
layers are connected and then using L2-SVM to
classify facial expressions into seven types. The
second CNN based on Caffe-ImageNet sequentially
consists of 2 CNN network layers, max-pooling
layer and LRN layer, 2 CNN layers, max-pooling
layer, a CNN layer, all connected by one layer. The
combined two CNN structures with the L2-SVM
classifier produced an accuracy of 70.3%.
In their research [15], Martin tried to compare the
performance of shallow CNN with few layers with
modern CNN (VGG, Inception, ResNet) on the
FER2013 dataset. They confirmed that modern CNN
performed better than shallow CNN. The results of
his research stated that conducting a CNN ensemble
of 8 models produced an accuracy of 75.2% without
using additional datasets and face registration. The
problem encountered in the study was caused by the
dataset used. The amount of data was still less than
the standard amount of data used in deep learning in
general.
Nguyen et al., doing research [17], used MultiLevel Convolutional Neural Networks (MLCNN),
whose model consisted of 18 layers CNN based on
VGG net. Nguyen used high-level and mid-level
features taken from blocks 2-4 of the network in his
model. The first block is not used because the first
block focuses on unimportant things like the
background and hair. The ensemble model used
consists of 3 MLCNN and three layers that are all
connected. The first two layers have 512 hidden
units, and the last is a 7-way SoftMax classifier
resulting in an accuracy of 74.09%.
Based on the study of the ensemble model for
FER2013, we can see that ensemble models have
higher testing accuracy but use more resources for
computing and more time for processing. Also, the
important thing is the performance of the ensemble
model is greatly affected by the single model. In
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conclusion, improving single model accuracy will
improve both methods.
3.

THEORY AND METHODS

3.1 VGGNet
VGG [25] is a convolution neural network
architecture proposed by Karen Simonyan and
Andrew Zisserman of the University of Oxford in
2014. This architecture is the 1'st runner-up of
ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge 2014(ILSVR2014) in the classification
task, while the winner is GoogleNet [26]. VGG
addresses the critical aspect of CNN, which is depth.
Common VGG model name is based on weight
layer, VGG16 has 16 weight layers (13 convolution
layers and three fully connected layers), and VGG19
has 19 weight layers (16 convolution layers and
three fully connected layers).
VGGNet, which achieves the highest accuracy as
a single model on FER2013 public test data [14]
shown in Figure 1, consists of 4 Convolution Blocks
as Feature Layers and 2 FC Layers with DropOut
and ReLU layer and end with 1 FC Layer.

Figure 1: VGGNet Architecture

The Convolution Block consists of 2 convolution
layers with ReLU and batch normalization and ends
with max pooling, shown in Figure 2. Batch
normalization is added on VGG to speed up the
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Figure 2: Convolution Block Architecture

3.2 EfficientNetV2
EfficientNetV2, created by Tan et al. [27], is a
new architecture based on EfficientNet [28]
architecture with faster training speed and more
efficiency. EfficientNetV2 proposes FusedMBConv that replaces depthwise 3x3 convolution
and 1x1 convolution in MBConv with a regular 3x3
convolution. However, when all MBConv replaced
with Fused-MBConv will slow the training speed,
the authors use neural architecture search to search
for the best combination. MBConv or Inverted
Residual Block is a residual block used for image
models that use an inverted structure for efficiency
purposes. It was first introduced on MobileNetV2
CNN architecture [29]. The complete architecture of
MBConv and Fused-MBConv is shown in Table 1.
SE Layer or Squeeze and Excitation Block [30] is a
layer that adaptively recalibrates channel-wise
feature responses by explicitly modeling
interdependencies between channels. Depthwise
Convolution [31] is a type of convolution where a
single convolution filter is applied for each input
channel.
Table 1: MBConv and Fused-MBConv architecture
No.
MBConv
Fused-MBConv
1
2
3
4

Conv 1x1
SE Layer
Depthwise Conv 3x3
Conv 1x1

Conv 1x1
SE Layer
Conv 3x3

EfficientNetV2-S is a variant of EfficientNetV2.
Its architecture started with convolution layer 3x3
followed by three blocks of Fused-MBConv and 3
MBConv blocks. It ended with convolution 1x1
layer, pooling layer, and FC layer. The
efficientNetV2-S complete architecture is described
in Table 2.
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Table 2: EfficientNetV2-S Architecture
Operator
Stride Channels Layers
Conv3x3
FusedMBConv1, k3x3
FusedMBConv1, k3x3
FusedMBConv1, k3x3
MBConvV4,
k3x3 SE0.25
MBConvV6,
k3x3 SE0.25
MBConvV6,
k3x3
SE0.25
Conv1x1 &
Pooling & FC

2
1

24
24

1
2

2

48

4

2

64

4

2

128

6

1

160

9

2

256

15

-

1280

1

3.3 Vision Transformers

Figure 3: Vision Transformer Architecture

Vision Transformer is a new model for image
classification that use architecture like Transformer
architecture designed for natural language
processing task [32]. The main component of the
architecture is shown in Figure 3, where the structure
consists of Patch + Position Embedding,
Transformer Encoder, and Multilayer Perceptrons
Head.
Patch + Position Embedding block
architecture handles 2D images input by reshaping
the image into a sequence of flattened 2D parches
like Figure 4. The image is split into fixed-size
patches, and the image dimensions can be divided by
the patch size. The patches are put into a single
vector added position embedding to retain the
positional information. The joint embedding
becomes an input to the transformer encoder.
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Figure 4: Patch + Position Embedding

The Transformer Encoder consists of MultiHead Self Attention Layer, and Multi-Layer
Perceptron Block is shown in Figure 5. Layer
Normalization is added before every block, and there
is a residual connection after every block.
Multiplayer Perceptron Head as the last layer in
vision transformer consists of one hidden layer at the
pre-training time and a single linear layer at
finetuning time.

inputs gradually. In the proposed SpinalNet, the
structure of hidden layers allocates to three sectors:
input row, intermediate row, and output row. The
intermediate row of the SpinalNet contains a few
neurons. The role of input segmentation is in
enabling each hidden layer to receive a part of the
inputs and outputs of the previous layer. In
SpinalNet, the number of incoming weights in a
hidden layer is significantly lower than in a
traditional neural network. As all layers of the
SpinalNet directly contribute to the output row, the
vanishing gradient problem does not exist. The
research used VGG, DenseNet, and ResNet as a
based model and combined it with SpinalNet as a
classification layer, successfully increasing the
accuracy of each model for QMNIST, KuzushijiMNIST, EMNIST (Letters, Digits, and Balanced),
STL-10, Bird225, Fruits 360, and Caltech101
datasets.
3.5 ProgressiveSpinalNet
Praveen Chopra was inspired by SpinalNet and
other biological architecture, resulting in
architecture called ProgressiveSpinalNet [19]. The
size of each layer progressively increased in each
layer of the FC. This gradual increase did not make
the network very bulky as the increment is equal to
the size of the first layer output. This many numbers
neurons was added into each step of the FC network.
In the proposed ProgressiveSpinalNet architecture,
the output size is kept the same for each FC layer.
This concept made the network design simple and
more effectively manageable. The performance of
the ProgressiveSpinalNet was tested on various
models along with the transfer learning models. The
performance ProgressiveSpinalNet on both models
is better than the SpinalNet or at par with SpinalNet.
4. PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE

Figure 5: Transformer Encoder

ViT-L/32(21k) is a vision transformer variant
with large size of 24 layers with the 32x32 input
patch size and pre-trained weight from ImageNet
21k classes. If the patch size is smaller, the
computational source becomes more expensive.
3.4 SpinalNet
Kabir, H. M., et al., inspired by the human
somatosensory system and the spinal cord, created
SpinalNet [18]. Typical neural network architecture
will consist of a large number of parameters,
resulting in high computational demand. This
concept is similar to the input to the brain and how
neural input to the brain work. SpinalNet takes
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DEEP

LEARNING

This research proposes new architecture by
combining architecture that already achieves the best
performance on ImageNet like EfficientNetV2, ViTL/32(21k), and VGGNet that reach the highest
accuracy single model on FER2013 with
architecture that improve the classification process
like SpinalNet and ProgressiveSpinalNet.
4.1 VGGSpinalNet
VGGSpinalNet architecture, as shown in Figure
6, is a combination of VGGNet and SpinalNet. The
Classification Layers on VGGNet is replaced with
SpinalNet architecture. Feature Layers consists of 4
convolution blocks with 64, 128, 256, and 512 tensor
width sizes, respectively. The output of the last
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convolution blocks will be changed to 1 dimension
tensor of 2048 and split into two, with the 1'st half
going to Spinal Layer 1 and 3 and the 2'nd half going
to Spinal Layer 2 and 4 with the size of 1024 each.
The output of the Spinal Layer goes to the next
Spinal Layer and concatenates with the other Spinal
Layers result. Spinal Layer formed by dropout layer
with parameter 0.5, linear layer with tensor width
1024 input and 512 output, except for first Spinal
Layer has 512 tensor width input, batch
normalization layer, and ReLU layer. The output, FC
Out, consists of the dropout and linear layers having
2048 tensor width input and output seven as the
number of classes.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

ReLU layer. The output of the Spinal Layer has 512
tensor widths and is concatenated with Dropout
Layer, which has the size 2048. The concatenated
result will go into the next Spinal Layer and make
the following Spinal Layer tensor width input grew
by 512 each repetition and the output always 512
widths size and will concatenate with previous
concatenation result. There are 4 Spinal Layers, and
the last concatenated node will go to FC out, a linear
layer with the input of concatenated tensor having
tensor width size 4096 and output seven as the
number of classes.

Figure 7: VGGProgressiveSpinalNet Architecture

Figure 6: VGGSpinalNet Architecture

4.2 VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet architecture, as
shown in Figure 7, is a combination of VGGNet and
ProgressiveSpinalNet. The last FC Out Layers on
VGGNet is replaced with ProgressiveSpinalNet
architecture. Feature Layers consists of 4
convolution blocks with 64, 128, 256, and 512 tensor
width sizes, respectively. The output of the last
convolution blocks will be changed to 1 dimension
tensor of 2048. The output of the last convolution
blocks will go into Dropout Layer and Spinal Layer.
The Spinal Layer consists of a linear layer and a

4.3 EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet
EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet architecture, as
shown in Figure 8, is a combination of
EfficientNetV2-S and SpinalNet. EfficientNetV2-S
takes three-channel colors as input and needs to be
changed to 1 channel because FER2013 consists of
a grayscale image, which is one channel.
EfficientNetV2-S consists of Convolution Layer, 3
Fused MBConv Layer, 3 MBConv Layer, 1
Convolution and Pooling Layer, with output FC
Layer. In this proposed architecture, the last FC
Layer is replaced with SpinalNet architecture. The
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output of EfficientNetV2-S is 1792 tensor width size
split into two, with the 1'st half going to Spinal Layer
1, and 3 and 2'nd half going to Spinal Layer 2 and 4
with the size of 896 each. The output of the Spinal
Layer goes to the next Spinal Layer and concatenates
with the other Spinal Layers result. Spinal Layer
formed by dropout layer with parameter 0.5, linear
layer with tensor width 1408 input and 512 output,
except for first Spinal Layer has 896 tensor input,
batch normalization layer, and ReLU layer. FC Out
as the output layer consists of dropout and linear
layers with size 2048 and output seven as the number
of classes.
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Spinal Layer 2 and Spinal Layer 4 with the size of
512 each. The output of the Spinal Layer goes to the
next Spinal Layer and concatenates with the other
Spinal Layers result. Spinal Layer formed by
dropout layer with parameter 0.5, linear layer with
tensor width size 1024 for input and 512 output,
except for first Spinal Layer has 512 tensor width
input, batch normalization layer, and ReLU layer.
The output, FC Out, consists of the dropout and
linear layers with tensor width 2048 and output
seven as the number of the classes.

Figure 8: EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet Architecture

4.4 ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet
ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet
Architecture,
as
shown in Figure 9, is a combination of ViTL/32(21k) with SpinalNet. ViT-L/32(21k) consists
of Patch and Embedding Position Layer,
Transformer Encoder Layer, and Multilayer
Perceptron Head. In this proposed architecture, the
classifier layer, a FC Layer, is replaced with
SpinalNet architecture. The output of ViT-L/32(21k)
is 1024 tensor width size and split into two, with the
1'st going to Spinal Layer 1 and 3 and 2'nd going to

Figure 9: ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet Architecture

5.

EVALUATION

5.1 Dataset
The FER2013 dataset is an open-source dataset
created by Pierre-Luc Carrier and Aaron Courville
for competition on the platform Kaggle [33].
FER2013 contains 35887 grayscale 48x48 pixel
images with a label containing a human face with
seven different emotions: anger, neutral, disgust,
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fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. Figure 10
shows the samples of the FER2013 dataset. The
training set consists of 28,709 pictures. The public
test set used for the leaderboard consisting of 3,589
pictures will be used as validation data. The final test
set, used to determine the competition's winner,
consists of another 3,589 images used as test data.

5.3 Experimental Design
For each proposed architecture, there will be a
training, validation, and testing process. The training
process uses the Pytorch framework on Google
Colab Pro Services, specifications described in
Table 3.
No
1
2
3
4

Figure 10: FER2013 sample images
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Table 3: Google Colab Pro Specification
Specification
Value
GPU Type
GPU Memory
CPU
RAM

Nvidia Tesla P100 or T4
16 GB
2 x vCPU
24 GB

5.3.1

5.2 Preprocessing
5.2.1

VGGSpinalNet and
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
Preprocessing
Preprocessing
for
VGGSpinalNet
and
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet has the same process
because both have the same based model. Each
model has a significant amount of data augmentation
in training. Data augmentation for the training
process includes rescaling the images up to ± 20 %
of their original scale, horizontally and vertically
shifting the image by up to 20% more or 20% less of
its size and rotating it up to ± 10 degrees. Each of the
techniques is applied randomly with a probability of
50%. The images are then ten cropped to size 40×40,
and random portions of each crop are erased with a
chance of 50 %. Each crop is normalized by dividing
each pixel by 255. Preprocessing for validation and
testing are the input images ten cropped to size
40x40, and each crop is normalized by dividing each
pixel by 255.
5.2.2

EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet
Preprocessing
EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet preprocessing for
the training process consists of a random image crop
to size 40x40 and a random horizontal flip.
Preprocessing for validation and testing process are
the input images ten cropped to size 40x40.

VGGSpinalNet and
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet Training
and Validation
The training process for VGGSpinalNet and
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet starts by training the
basic VGGNet from scratch without a pre-training
weight model with the hyperparameter setup in
Table 4. VGGNet weight results will be transferred
to VGGSpinalNet and VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
for further training.
No

Table 4: VGGNet Hyperparameter Setup
Hyperparameter
Value

1
2

Learning Rate
Optimizer

3

Learning Rate
Scheduler

4
5

Number of Epoch
Batch Size

0.01
SGD with Nesterov,
Ranger21, Ranger, Adam
ReduceLRonPlateau,
CosineAnnealingLR, Step
Decay
200
64

To
train
VGGSpinalNet
and
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet, start loading the weight
for all layers with the same name from VGGNet to
both models. All the layer that has been weight
transferred optionally need to be frozen by setting
the required grad to false for weight and bias
parameter. For training both models, this experiment
will use a variety of optimizers, learning rate
schedulers, and batch size is shown in Table 5.

5.2.3
ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet Preprocessing
Preprocessing for ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet
model to training, validation, and testing process all
using the same process. Those processes consist of
resizing the image using ESRGAN [34] to 380x380
pixel and rescaling it to 224x224 pixels using the
bicubic interpolation method.
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Table 5: VGGSpinalNet and VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
Hyperparameter Setup
No
Hyperparameter
Value
1
2

Learning Rate
Optimizer

3

Learning Rate
Scheduler

4
5

Number of Epoch
Batch Size

0.001
SGD with Nesterov,
Ranger21, Ranger, Adam
ReduceLRonPlateau,
CosineAnnealingLR, Step
Decay
200
64
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5.3.2

EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet Training
and Validation
The training process for EfficientNetV2-SSpinalNet starts by training the basic
EfficientNetV2-S without pre-trained model weight
with the hyperparameter setup in Table 6. Ranger
Optimizer [35], one of the optimizers used in this
experiment, is a combination of RAdam,
LookAhead [36], and Gradient Centralization. The
model also replaces the Swish activation function, a
default activation function for EfficientNetV2, with
the Mish activation function. Mish is a selfregularized non-monotonic activation function [37]
that has better performance than ReLU and Swish.
Table 6: EfficientNetV2-S Hyperparameter Setup
No
Hyperparameter
Value
1
2

Learning Rate
Optimizer

3

Learning Rate
Scheduler

4
5
6

Number of Epoch
Batch Size
Activation Function

'google/vit-large-patch32-224-in21k'
hyperparameter setup in Table 8.
No

3

Learning Rate
Scheduler

4
5
6

Number of Epoch
Batch Size
Activation Function

5.3.3

the

Table 8: ViT-L/32(21k) Hyperparameter Setup
Hyperparameter
Value

1
2
3

Learning Rate
Optimizer
LR Decay

4
5

Number of Epoch
Batch Size

0.00002
Ranger
Decay Every=5, Decay
Rate=0.9
100
Training=19, Evaluation and
Testing=1

Table 9: ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet Hyperparameter Setup
No
Hyperparameter
Value

0.005
SGD with Nesterov,
Ranger21, Ranger, Adam
ReduceLRonPlateau,
CosineAnnealingLR, Step
Decay
2000
128
Swish, Mish

1
2
3

6

Learning Rate
Optimizer
Ranger21’s Weight
Decay
Ranger21’s Warm Up
Ranger21’s Look Ahead
Active
Ranger21’s Norm Loss

7

Ranger21’s Warm Down

8

Ranger21’s Momentum

9
10

Number of Epoch
Batch Size

4
5

Table 7: EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet Hyperparameter
Setup
No
Hyperparameter
Value
Learning Rate
Optimizer

with

The weight from ViT-L/32(21k) training result
will be transferred to the ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet
and freeze the weight after that. The training will use
hyperparameters setup in Table 9.

All layers from the EfficientNetV2-S model,
which has been finished training, will be frozen by
setting the required grad to false. The classifier layer,
which is a linear layer, will be replaced with
SpinalNet Architecture. The training use
hyperparameter showed in Table 7.

1
2
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0.005
SGD with Nesterov,
Ranger21, Ranger, Adam
ReduceLRonPlateau,
CosineAnnealingLR, Step
Decay
1000
128
Swish, Mish

ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet Training and
Validation
The training process for the Vision Transformer
Model with the limited resource of Google Colab is
quite tricky because GPU RAM is not enough, and
the batch becomes too small and makes the training
unsuccessful. To make the training feasible for ViTL/32(21k) will be using Hugging Face Library [38].
ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet start by training basic
ViT-L/32(21k) model using pre-trained model

0.0001
Ranger21
0.0005
True
True
Active=True, Factor=6e4
Active=True,
Start_pct=0.50, min
LR=3e-6
Type=’pnm’, factor=1.0,
momentum=0.9
50
Training=19, Evaluation
and Testing=1

5.3.4
Testing and Measure Performance
All models will be measured for accuracy using
the FER2013 private data. In addition to using the
overall accuracy calculation to evaluate the
performance of the models that have been produced,
a multiclass confusion matrix is used. To measure
the model's performance, precision, recall, and FScore calculations with the macro average [39]. The
row elements in the confusion matrix are the number
of datasets for each label. In contrast, the column
elements in the confusion matrix are the predicted
results of a model on the dataset in the form of
numeric values.
Precision called positive predictive value is a
comparison calculation of the number of true
positives compared to all positive data. Recall, also
known as sensitivity, is a comparison calculation of
the number of true positives compared to the sum of
all true data. F-Score is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. The macro average will treat all
classes equally make the class with less data is also
essential.
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5.4 Experimental Result and Discussion
5.4.1
VGGSpinalNet Experiment Result
For the training and validation process, the
optimum hyperparameter setup is shown in Table 10
using Ranger21 optimizer [40], which combination
of AdamW with the look ahead and other
improvements for training methods like Learning
Scheduler and Gradient Clipping.
Table 10: Optimum Hyperparameter Setup for Training
VGGSpinalNet
No
Hyperparameter
Value
1
2
3

6

Learning Rate
Optimizer
Ranger21’s Weight
Decay
Ranger21’s Warm Up
Ranger21’s Look Ahead
Active
Ranger21’s Norm Loss

7

Ranger21’s Warm Down

8

Ranger21’s Momentum

9
10
11

Number of Epoch
Batch Size
Freeze layer from
pretrain model

4
5

0.001
Ranger21
0.0005

Figure 12: VGGSpinalNet Confusion Matrix Result

5.4.2

VGGProgressiveSpinalNet Experiment
Result
For model VGGProgressiveSpinalNet, there is a
finetuning process to increase the accuracy after the
training process is finished. Finetuning process is
done by using a lower learning rate to get optimum
accuracy.
The
optimum
hyperparameter
configuration for the training is shown in Table 11.

True
True
Active=True, Factor=6e4
Active=True,
Start_pct=0.50, min
LR=3e-6
Type=’pnm’, factor=1.0,
momentum=0.9
200
64
True

Table 11: Optimum Hyperparameter Setup for Training
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
No
Hyperparameter
Value
1
2

The accuracy and loss statistic for
VGGSpinalNet is shown in Figure 11. The accuracy
and loss reflected on that figure only until 69 epochs
iteration because there is no improvement in the
validation accuracy.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Figure 11: Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss
for VGGSpinalNet

Figure 12 shows the confusion matrix result for
the VGGSpinalNet training result with testing
overall accuracy of 74.45%, macro average
precision result 0.740, macro average recall result
0.727, and macro average F-score 0.733.

Learning Rate
Finetuning’s Learning
Rate
Optimizer
SGD’s Weight Decay
SGD’s Momentum
LR Scheduler
Number of Epoch for
Training
Number of Epoch for
Finetuning
Batch Size
Freeze layer from pretrain
model

0.0001
0.00001
SGD with Nesterov
0.0001
0.9
CossineAnnealingLR
200
20
64
False

The accuracy and loss statistic for training model
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet is shown in Figure 13.
The accuracy and loss reflected on that figure only
until 109 epochs iteration because there is no
improvement in the validation accuracy.

Figure 13: Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss
for VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
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The accuracy and loss statistic for training and
validation to finetune the VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
model is shown in Figure 14. The accuracy and loss
reflected on that figure only until the 14 epochs
iteration because there is no improvement in the
validation accuracy after that.

Figure 14: Training and Validation Accuracy and Lost
for Finetuning VGGProgressiveSpinalNet

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

7

Ranger21’s Warm Down

8

Ranger21’s Momentum

9
10
11

Number of Epoch
Batch Size
Freeze layer from
pretrain model

Active=True,
Start_pct=0.72, min
LR=3e-5
Type=’pnm’, factor=1.0,
momentum=0.9
1000
128
True

The accuracy and loss statistic for the training
model EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet is shown in
Figure 16. The accuracy and loss reflected on that
figure only until the 18 epochs iteration because
there is no improvement in the validation accuracy
after that.

Figure 15 shows the confusion matrix result for
the VGGProgressiveSpinalNet training with testing
overall accuracy of 74.39%, macro average
precision result of 0.740, macro average recall result
of 0.725, and macro average F-score of 0.732.
Figure 16: Training and Validation Accuracy and Lost
for EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet

Figure 17 shows the confusion matrix result for
the EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet training with
testing overall accuracy of 72.11%, macro average
precision result of 0.720, macro average recall result
of 0.704, and macro average F-score of 0.712.

Figure 15: VGGProgressiveSpinalNet Confusion Matrix
Result

5.4.3

EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet Experiment
Result
EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet result is based on
the optimum hyperparameter setup that shown in
Table 12 with the Ranger21 optimizer.
Table 12: Optimum Hyperparameter Setup for Training
EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet
No
Hyperparameter
Value
1
2
3
4
5
6

Learning Rate
Optimizer
Ranger21’s Weight
Decay
Ranger21’s Warm Up
Ranger21’s Look Ahead
Active
Ranger21’s Norm Loss

0.005
Ranger21
0.0005
True
True
Active=True, Factor=6e4

Figure 17: EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet Confusion Matrix
Result

5.4.4

ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet Experiment
Result
ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet result is based on the
optimum hyperparameter setup that shown in Table
13.
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Table 13: Optimum Hyperparameter Setup for Training
ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet
No
Hyperparameter
Value
1
2
3

6

Learning Rate
Optimizer
Ranger21’s Weight
Decay
Ranger21’s Warm Up
Ranger21’s Look Ahead
Active
Ranger21’s Norm Loss

7

Ranger21’s Warm Down

8

Ranger21’s Momentum

9
10

Number of Epoch
Batch Size

11

Freeze layer from
pretrain model

4
5

5.4.5

0.0001
Ranger21
0.0005
True
True
Active=True, Factor=6e4
Active=True,
Start_pct=0.50, min
LR=3e-6
Type=’pnm’, factor=1.0,
momentum=0.9
50
Training=19,
Validation=1
True

The accuracy and loss statistic for training model
ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet is shown in Figure 18.
The accuracy and loss reflected on that figure only
until the nine epochs iteration because there is no
improvement in the validation accuracy after that.

Performance Comparison on FER2013
for Single Standalone Model
The resulting model from this experiment
achieves the best single standalone model for
FER2013 private test data with an accuracy of
74.45%. Based on the result and previously reported
experiment [14]–[17], the VGG model variant
performs better for FER2013 private test data than
the other models. The latest model architecture like
EfficientNetV2 and Vision Transformer variant
model performs well on ImageNet dataset having
overfitted on FER2013 that shown at training
accuracy on FER2013 reach 98-99%, but the
validation accuracy on FER2013 only achieves 7071%. This overfitting problem is because both
models are complex models that do not perform well
on FER2013 which is a lack of data mentioned by
previous research [24]. The small model works well
on FER2013, shown by efficientNetV2-S and
VGGNet [14], like VGG11.
Table 14 summarizes the performance of
reported models on the FER2013 dataset and models
trained on this experiment. All models trained on this
work perform better than estimated human
performance (around 65.5%). The resulting model
from this work achieves state-of-art performance
with accuracy 74.45% better than the previous best
reported single-based model [14], which achieves
73.28% accuracy.
Table 14: FER2013 Testing Accuracy Comparison
Related
Method
Testing
Works
Accuracy

Figure 18: Training and Validation Accuracy and Lost
for ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet

[23]
[16]
[22]
[24]
Our Model
Our Model
[3]

Figure 19 shows the confusion matrix result for ViTl/32(21k)-SpinalNet training result with testing
overall accuracy 71.60%, macro average precision
result 0.718, macro average recall result 0.702, and
macro average F-score 0.710.

Our Model
Our Model
[14]
Our Model
Our Model

6.

Figure 19: ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet Confusion Matrix
Result
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DenseNet
VGG-16
Attention CNN
MNF CNN+L2 SVM
ViT-L/32(21k)
ViT-L/32(21k)-SpinalNet
ResNet with Gate
Implementation
EfficientNetV2-S
EfficientNetV2-S-SpinalNet
VGGNet
VGGProgressiveSpinalNet
VGGSpinalNet

63.5%
69.40%
70.02%
70.3%
71.27%
71.60%
71.8%
71.83%
72.11%
73.28%
74.39%
74.45%

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have contributed to solving the
problem to increase the accuracy in facial expression
recognition on FER2013 with our model,
VGGSpinalNet achieved the best testing accuracy
(74.45%). The best result was achieved with transfer
learning from VGGNet to VGGSpinalNet with
freezing the transferred weight during training.
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Ranger21 optimizer having learning rate 0.001 on
training process for 200 epochs.
Future work that can be done is to the
architecture model VGGSpinalNet by modifying the
architecture furthermore to improve the accuracy.
Other methods like SVM and Multilevel CNN [17]
can be added to the VGGSpinalNet. Another work
that can be done is to train using the Vision
Transformer model with capable hardware resources
to gain better results. Ensemble models consisting of
VGGSpinalNet and other models can also be used in
subsequent future work to improve the accuracy
furthermore.
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